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1.

General Position
a)

I believe that the laws in Western Australia should not be changed to allow for
euthanasia or physician-assisted dying/suicide.

The current laws in Western

Australia adequately provide for people to make informed decisions regarding their
own end of life options.
b)

For the purposes of this submission:
(i)

the term 'euthanasia' is used to mean assisted death by a physician taking
an active role in ending a patient's life on their request; and

(ii)

the term 'physician assisted dying/suicide' is used to mean assisted death by
a physician providing or making available to a patient, a lethal substance so
that the patient may end their life at their choosing.

2.

Reasoning

2.1.

General
a)

The end of life options currently available to people in Western Australia are:
(i)

palliative care and in turn, death by natural process;

(ii)

suicide; and

(iii)

the withdrawal or removal of life sustaining measures, and in turn, death by
natural process.

b)

There is nothing in the current laws of Western Australia, or otherwise, which
inhibits or prevents people from making an informed decision about which of the
above end of life options to choose from.

c)

It is anticipated that a major issue that would be before the Committee would be
the current 'prevention' of people being able to exercise their preference in
choosing to end their life by euthanasia or physician assisted dying/suicide; with that
'prevention' being the person assisting in euthanasia or physician assisted
dying/suicide being liable for a criminal offence under The Criminal Code.
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d)

ItIt is
is submitted
submitted that
that aa person's
person's ability
ability to
to exercise
exercise their
their preference
preference to
to manage
manage their
their
end
of life,
life, is
is aa very
very different
different thing
thing to
to their
their ability
ability totomake
make informed
informed decisions
decisions
end of
regarding
The current
brief to the
the Committee,
Committee, to
to inquire
inquire
regarding their
their end
end of
of life
life choices.
choices. The
current brief
and
report on
on the
the need
need for
for laws
laws inin Western
Western Australia
Australia to
allow citizens
citizens to
to make
make
and report
to allow
informed
decisions regarding
own end
end of
of life
lifechoices
choices (emphasis
(emphasis added),
added), isis
informed decisions
regarding their
their own
concerned
latter and
and not
not the
the former.
former.
concerned with
with the
the latter

e)
e)

There
nothing in
in the
the current
current laws
laws ofofWestern
Western Australia,
Australia, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, which
which
There is
is nothing
inhibits
prevents aa person
person from
from making
making an
an informed
informed decision
decision about
ending their
inhibits or prevents
about ending
their
life
through euthanasia
euthanasia or
or physician
physician assisted
. There
There is
is nothing
in the
the
life through
assisted dying/suicide
dying/suicide.
nothing in
current
laws of Western
Western Australia
Australia which
which prevents
prevents a person
person from
knowing or
or being
being
current laws
from knowing
the consequence
consequence of
decision to
request for
for euthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or
advised
advised that
that the
of a
a decision
to request
physician
any person
person assisting
assisting him
or her
her
physician assisted
assisteddying/suicide,
dying/suicide,would
would be
be that
that any
him or
would
be committing
committing aa criminal
criminal offence.
offence. Thus,
Thus, no
no laws
laws need
need to be
be introduced,
introduced, to
to
would be
enable
people to be
be informed
informed that
that the
the consequence
consequence of
of aa decision
decision to
to request
request
enable or
or allow
allow people
for
euthanasia and
and or
or physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide,
be that
that any
any person
person
for euthanasia
dying/suicide, would
would be
assisting
criminal offence.
offence.
assisting him
him or
or her
her would
would be
be committing
committing aa criminal

f)

is the
the consequence
consequence of
the exercise
exercise of an
an informed
informed decision
decision to
to
The
'issue' then,
The 'issue'
then, is
of the
for euthanasia
euthanasia or physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
person who
who
request
request for
dying/suicide (ie
(ie.. that
that aa person
assists
life by
by
assistsanother
anotherinin exercising
exercisingtheir
theirpreference
preferenceforforthe
the ending
ending of
of their
their life
euthanasia
by physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
be committing
committing aa criminal
criminal
euthanasia or
or by
dying/suicide would
would be
offence),
and not
person's ability
make an
end of
offence), and
not a person's
ability to
to make
an informed
informed decision
decision about
about their
their end
life
choices. ItItisissubmitted
submitted that
thatconsidering
considering the
the 'issue'
'issue' described
described and
and in
in turn,
turn,
life choices.
recommending
Western Australia
Australia be
changed toto allow
allow for
for
recommendingthat
thatthe
the laws
laws in
in Western
be changed
euthanasia
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
be inappropriately
inappropriately going
going
euthanasia and
and or
or physician
dying/suicide will
will be
beyond
brief to
to the
the Committee
Committee to
to inquire
inquire and
and report
report on
on the
the need
need for
for laws
laws in
in
beyond the
the brief
Western
Australia to
allow citizens
citizens to
to make
make informed
informed decisions
decisions regarding
own
Western Australia
to allow
regarding their
their own
end
life choices
choices (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).
end of life

2.2.
2.2.

Term
Reference (d)
(d) —
- examine
the role
role of
of Advance
Advance Health
Health Directives,
Directives, Enduring
Enduring Powers
Powers
Term of Reference
examine the
of
Attorney and
and Enduring
Enduring Powers
Powers of
of Guardianship
Guardianship laws
laws and
and the
the implications
implications for
for individuals
individuals
of Attorney
covered
by these
these instruments
instruments in
in any
any proposed
proposed legislation
legislation
covered by

a)
a)

Should
Committee proceed
need for
for laws
laws in
in
Should the
the Committee
proceed to
to consider
consider whether
whether there
there is
is a
a need
Western
allow for
for the
the request
request and
and carrying
carrying out
out of
ofeuthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or
Western Australia
Australia to
to allow
the Committee
Committee only
only being
being inin
physician
physician assisted
assisteddying/suicide
dying/suicide(despite
(despitethe
the brief
brief to
to the
reference
laws in
in Western
Western Australia
Australia to
allow citizens
citizens to make
make informed
informed decisions
decisions
reference to
to laws
to allow
regarding
own end
end of
of life
life choices
choices (emphasis
(emphasis added)),
added)), it is
is submitted
submitted that
that such
such
regarding their
their own
laws
have a significantly
negative impact
impact on,
on, among
among others,
others, vulnerable
vulnerable elderly
elderly
laws would
would have
significantly negative
people
Western Australia.
Australia.
people in Western

b)
b)

As the
the Committee
Committee may
may be
be aware,
aware, an
an enduring
enduring guardian,
guardian, appointed
appointed under
under an
an
As
enduring
of guardianship
guardianship
(EPG)
and
enduring power
power of
(EPG) made
made under
under the
the Guardianship
Guardianship and

Administration Act
Act 1990
1990 (WA)
any limitations
limitations imposed
imposed in
in
Administration
(WA) (GA
(GA Act),
Act), may
may (subject
(subject to
to any
Page
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the
EPG) make
when the
the EPG)
make decisions
decisionsabout
aboutthe
the donor's
donor's health
health and
and medical
medical situation
situation when
donor
is unable
unable to make
make reasonable
reasonable judgments
judgments in
in respect
respect of matters
matters relating
relating to
to his
his
donor is
or
her person.
person. An
Anenduring
enduring attorney,
attorney, appointed
appointed under
under an
an enduring
enduring power
power of
of
or her
attorney
under the
the GA
GA Act,
Act, may
may (subject
(subject to any
any limitations
limitations imposed
imposed inin
attorney (EPA)
(EPA) made
made under
the
EPA) make
An EPA
EPA may
the EPA)
make decisions
decisionsabout
about the
the donor's
donor's financial
financial affairs.
affairs. An
may take
take effect
effect
immediately
when the
the EPA
EPA is
is signed
and donee(s)
donee(s) of the
appointment,
immediately when
signed by
by the
the donor
donor and
the appointment,
or
when aa declaration
declaration by
by the
the State
State Administrative
Administrative Tribunal
Tribunal (SAT)
the donor
donor
or when
(SAT) that
that the
legal capacity
capacity is
is in force
force (see
(see section
section 104(1)(b)
104{1)(b) of
of the
the GA
GA Act).
Act).
does
have legal
does not have
c)
c)

If the
the laws
laws in
in Western
Western Australia
Australia were
were amended
amended to allow
allow for
for euthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or
physician
be possible
possible for an
an enduring
enduring guardian
guardian to
to
physician assisted
assisteddying/suicide,
dying/suicide,itit would
would be
choose
even if the
the elderly
elderly donor
donor would
would not
not have
have
choose euthanasia
euthanasiafor
for the
the elderly
elderly donor,
donor, even
chosen
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
or she
she been
been
chosen euthanasia
euthanasia or
or physician
dying/suicidehad
had he
he or
competent
make the decision.
decision. Further
Further or
or in
in the
the alternative,
alternative, ititwould
would also
also then
then be
be
competent to make
possible
an enduring
enduring attorney
attorney (under
(under an
an EPA
EPA which
which takes
takes effect
effect immediately
immediately on
on
possible for
for an
the
signing of
by the
the relevant
relevant parties)
parties) to
to financially
financially pressure
pressure the
elderly donor
donor to
the signing
of it by
the elderly
request
for euthanasia
euthanasia or
or physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide,
dying/suicide, whether
whether by
by
request for
creating aa sense
sense of
loss and
and despair
despair in
in the
the
misappropriating
misappropriating funds
funds and
and thereby
thereby creating
of loss
elderly
otherwise . This
This would
would encourage
encourage and
and further
further the
the instances
instances of
elderly donor,
donor, or
or otherwise.
elder
abuse in
would be
be contrary
contrary to
to the
the
elder abuse
in Western
Western Australia,
Australia, which
which is
is something
something that
that would
Australian societal
societal value
caring for
the elderly,
elderly, and
and the efforts
efforts made
made thus
thus
current
current Australian
value of caring
for the
reduce the
the amount
amount and
and instances
instances of
ofelder
elder abuse
abuse in
in Western
Western Australia.
Australia.
far to reduce

d)

A major
major 'safeguard'
'safeguard' that
that could
could be
be argued
argued to
to exist,
exist, totoaddress
address an
an enduring
enduring guardian
guardian
A
choosing
donor contrary
contrary to
to the
thedonor's
donor's preferences,
preferences, isisSAT
SAT
choosing euthanasia
euthanasiafor
for the
the donor
stepping
make the appropriate
appropriate orders.
orders. However,
However, ininorder
orderfor
forSAT
SAT to
toconsider
consider
stepping in
in to make
such
be brought
brought by
by concerned
concerned parties.
parties. Not
Not every
every
such matters,
matters, an
an application
application has
has to
to be
vulnerable
elderly
person
would
have
concerned
people
around
them,
to
monitor
vulnerable elderly person would have concerned people around them, to monitor
assess the
elderly person's
person's enduring
As such,
such, it is
is
and
and assess
the actions
actions of
of the
the elderly
enduring guardian.
guardian. As
submitted
that SAT
SAT is
is not aa satisfactory
satisfactory or
or adequate
adequate safeguard
safeguard to protect
protect vulnerable
vulnerable
submitted that
persons from
being euthanized
euthanized as
as instigated
instigated by
by their enduring
enduring guardian.
guardian.
elderly
elderly persons
from being

e)

If an
an elderly
elderly person
person does
does not
not have
have an
an EPG
EPG or an
an advance
advance health
health directive
directive inin place,
place,
the
order of
of priority
priority of
ofpersons
persons who
who may
may make
make aa treatment
treatment decision
decision for
for an
an elderly
elderly
the order
patient
who is
is unable
unable to
to make
make reasonable
reasonable judgments
judgments in
in respect
respect of
of any
any treatment
treatment
patient who
proposed
be provided
provided (Responsible
Person), is
in section
section 110ZD
110ZD of
of the
the GA
GA
proposed to
to be
(Responsible Person),
is set
set out
out in
Act. The
The only
only specific
specific limitation
limitation on
onthe
thetreatment
treatmentdecisions
decisionsofofResponsible
Responsible Persons
Persons
Act.
is
regards to
sterilization of
of the
the patient
patient (section
(section 110ZD(7)
110ZD(7) of
of the
the GA
GA Act).
Act). As
As
is with
with regards
to the sterilization
such,
an elderly
elderly patient
patient did
did not
not have
have an
an EPG
EPG in
in place,
place, they
they would
would still
still be
be
such, even
even ifif an
vulnerable
to abuse
abuse by
by their
their first
first Responsible
Responsible Person
Person requesting
requesting for euthanasia.
euthanasia.
vulnerable to

f)

The
way that
that elderly
elderly donors
donors who
who do
do not
not wish
wish totobebeeuthanized
euthanized can
can have
have
The only
only way
that their
their end
end of
of life
life preferences
preferences would
would be
be respected
respected by
by their
their enduring
enduring
certainty
certainty that
guardian(s)
first Responsible
Responsible Person,
Person, isis for
laws in Western
Western Australia
Australia to
guardian(s) or
or their
their first
for the
the laws
continue
not allow
allow for
forany
any form
form ofofassisted
assisted dying.
dying.
continue to not
Page
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2.3.

Three
reasons against
amendment of
of laws
laws to
to allow
allow for
foreuthanasia
euthanasia and
andororphysician
physician
Three reasons
against the
the amendment
assisted
assisted dying/suicide
dying/suicide

Should
there is
is aa need
need for
for laws
laws in
in
Should the
the Committee
Committee proceed
proceedto
to consider
considerwhether
whetheror
or not
not there
Western
Australia to allow
allow for
foreuthanasia
euthanasia and
and ororphysician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
dying/suicide (despite
(despite
Western Australia
the
brief to
to the
the Committee
Committee only
only being
being inin reference
reference to
to laws
laws inin Western
Western Australia
Australia to
allow
the brief
to allow

citizens
make informed
informed decisions
decisions regarding
own end
end of
of life
lifechoices
choices (emphasis
(emphasis
citizens to
to make
regarding their
their own
added)),
following 33 submissions
submissions as
laws in
in Western
Western Australia
Australia should
should
added)), I make
make the
the following
as to
to why
why the laws
not be
be amended
amended to allow
allow for
for euthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide.
dying/suicide.
2.3.1.

Contrary
suicide prevention
Contrary to
to suicide
prevention efforts
efforts
a)
a)

In
2010 —
- 2011
invested $23.8
$23.8 million
million
In the
the 2010
2011year,
year,the
theAustralian
Australian Government
Government invested
in
the National
National Suicide
Suicide Prevention
Prevention Program.'
Program. 1InIn the
the2014
2014—- 2015
2015 year,
year, the
the
in the
Australian Government
approximately $3.0
billion on
on the
the
Australian
Government spent
spent 1.6%
1.6% of
of approximately
$3.0 billion
National
Suicide Prevention
Prevention Program.
Program. 22 Further,
Further, there
there are
are numerous
numerous
National Suicide
in
Australia,
such
as
Lifeline
Australia,
Beyond
organisations
and
charities
organisations and charities in Australia, such as Lifeline Australia, Beyond
Blue,
work
Blue, RUOK,
RUOK,and
and Suicide
SuicidePrevention
Prevention Australia,
Australia, whose
whose purpose
purpose is
is to work
towards
reducing the
the number
number of
ofsuicides
suicides in
in Australia.
Australia .
towards reducing

b)
b)

Amending the
laws in
in Western
Western Australia
Australia to
allow for
for euthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or
Amending
the laws
to allow
physician
and contrary
contrary to:
to:
physician assisted
assisteddying/suicide
dying/suicide will
will be
be undermining
undermining and
i.

the
enormous efforts
efforts put
put in,
in, in
in the
the past
past and
and in
in the
the present,
present, of
of the
the
the enormous
numerous
organisations, charities
programs which
which work
work
numerous organisations,
charities and
and programs
towards
preventing suicide;
suicide; and
and
towards preventing

ii.

the
amount of
of financial
financial support
support given
given to
to the
the area
area ofofsuicide
suicide
the amount
prevention
by the Australian
Australian Government
Government and
and private
private individuals;
individuals;
prevention by
and
and

iii.

the
message and
values that
that the
the Australian
Australian Government
Government isis
the message
and values
promoting
through the
the National
National Suicide
Suicide Prevention
Prevention Program,
Program,
promoting through
being
human life
life matters
matters and
and that
that the
the issue
issue of
of suicide
suicide
being that
that human
(whether
assisted or not)
not) is
is complex
complex and
and should
should be
be approached
approached as
as
(whether assisted
such.
such.

2.3.2.
2.3.2.

of key
key 'markers'
'markers' for
for the
the class
class of
of persons
persons who
who could
could be
be eligible
eligible for
for
The
The uncertainty
uncertainty of
euthanasia
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
under proposed
proposed legislation
legislation
euthanasia or physician
dying/suicide under
a)

There
key 'markers'/criteria
'markers'/criteria for
for the
the class
class of
of persons
persons who
who
There are
are a myriad
myriad of key
are
eligible for
for euthanasia
euthanasia or
or physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
dying/suicide in
in the
the
are eligible

http://www . health .gov .a u/i nternet/pu blications/pu b Iish i ng . nsf I Content/menta 1-pu bs-c-tol 1-tocmenta
1http://www.health.gov.au/internet/publications/publishing.nsf/Content/mental-pubs-c-toll-toc
— mentalpu
bs-c-to 11-str~menta
1-pu bs-c-tol l-str-1
— mental-pubs-c-toll-str-1
pubs-c-toll-str
2
https ://mhsa .ai hw .gov .au/resources/expenditure/ a us-govt-m h-services/
2 https://mhsa.aihw.gov.au/resources/expenditure/aus-govt-mh-services/
1
1
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various
legislation in
in overseas
overseas jurisdictions which allow
allow euthanasia
euthanasia or
or
various legislation
physician
proposed legislation
legislation(past
(pastand
and
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide,
dying/suicide, and
and in proposed
present)
in various
variousAustralian
AustralianStates
Statesand
and Territories.
Territories.
present) in
b)

It is
is submitted
submitted that
thatevery
every`marker
'marker'/criteria
relating to the
the patient's
patient's
1 /criteria relating
condition
in legislation
legislationin
inoverseas
overseasjurisdictions
jurisdictionsand
and proposed
proposedlegislation
legislation
condition in
(past and present)
present) in
in various
variousAustralian
AustralianStates
States and
and Territories,
Territories,cannot
cannotbe
be
measured or assessed
assessed in
Because
in an
an absolute
absolute or
or reasonably
reasonably certain way. Because
all of
the 'markers'/criteria
'markers'/criteria
cannotbe
bemeasured
measuredororassessed
assessedin
in an
an absolute
absolute
of the
cannot
or reasonably
reasonably certain way, the status
status quo should
should be
be maintained.
maintained. This
Thisisis
especially
with
especially so
so because
because incorrect
incorrect measurements/opinions/assessments
measurements/opinions/assessments with
regards
lead to
to an
an event
event(ie.
(ie. aaperson's
person's
regards to
to such
such 'markers'/criteria
'markers'/criteria would lead
is irreversible.
irreversible.
death)
which is
death) which

c)

For
of
For example,
example, one
one 'marker'/criterion
`marker7criterion recommended
recommendedininthe
the final
final report
report of
the Victorian
Victorian Parliament's
Parliament's inquiry
life choices
choices is
the
inquiryinto
into end
end of
of life
is that the
person
either in
in the
the final
final weeks
weeks or months
months of
of
person must
must be
be at
at the
the end
end of life, either
life). With
Withrespect
respecttotomedical
medicalpractitioners
practitionerswho
whoprovide
providesuch
suchopinions,
opinions,
such
its core,
core, guesswork,
guesswork,and
and educated
educatedguesswork
guessworkis
is still
still
such opinions
opinions are at its
prone
being incorrect
incorrectbecause
because of
the myriad
myriad of
of variables
variablesinvolved
involved in
in the
the
prone to being
of the
person staying
By allowing
allowingeuthanasia
euthanasia or
or
process
processof
of a
a person
staying alive
alive or
or dying.
dying. By
physician
totoaa person
the subject
subject of
of
physicianassisted
assisteddying/suicide
dying/suicide
personwho
who is
is the
potentially
incorrectmedical
medical opinions,
opinions, we would
would be
be intentionally
intentionallycreating
creating
potentially incorrect
pre-mature deaths.
The danger in
time that
thatthe
the
deaths. The
in this action is
is that in the time
person would
the incorrect
incorrectdiagnosis
diagnosis of period
period of
of
would have been
been alive
alive but for the
survival,
stage where the
the
survival, medical
medical technology
technology could
could have
have arrived
arrived at
at the stage
patient's
condition or
or experience
experience of
of pain
pain and
and suffering
sufferingcould
couldhave
have been
been
patient's condition
alleviated.
alleviated.

2.3.3.

No-one truly
knows how
how many
manyof
ofus
uswant
wanteuthanasia
euthanasiaand
andororphysician
physicianassisted
assisted
truly knows
dying/suicide
dying/suicide
a)

It is claimed that
in Australia,
Australia,opinion
opinionpolls
pollshave
haveconsistently
consistentlyshown
shownpublic
public
that in
support for assisted
assisted dying.'
dying.3 As
As such,
such, amending
amending the
the laws
laws ininWestern
Western
Australia to allow
allowfor
foreuthanasia
euthanasiaand
andor
orphysician
physicianassisted
assisteddying/suicide
dying/suicideisis
Australia
'democratic
'democratic'.' .

b)

With
respect, public
public opinion
opinionpolls
pollsare
are easy
easy to manipulate,
manipulate,and
and are
are thus
thus not
not
With respect,
reliable. Further,
Further, public
publicopinion
opinionpolls
pollscannot
cannotaccurately
accuratelycater
caterfor
forcomplex
complex
social questions
of, would
wouldinvolve
involve
questions and issues, which,
which, if people
people are in favour
favour of,
complex
amendmentsto
to various
variouslegislation,
legislation, like
likeeuthanasia
euthanasiaand
and physician
physician
complex amendments
assisted dying/suicide.
dying/suicide.

3
3

Parliament'sinquiry
inquiryinto
intoend
endofoflife
lifechoices.
choices.
See eg.
eg. A7.4.9
A7.4.9of
of the
the Final
Final Report
Report of
of the
the Victorian
Victorian Parliament's
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c)

As such,
to no
no weight
weightcan
can be
be applied
applied to
to the
the claim
claim
As
such, itit is
is submitted
submitted that
that little to
that there
there is
is much
much public
public support
support for
for assisted
assisted dying.
dying. The
The true
true position
position isis
that no
no one
one really
really knows
knows how
how much
much public
public support
support for
forassisted
assisted dying
dying there
is.

3.

Conclusion

a)

The
current laws
laws in
in Western
Western Australia
Australia adequately
adequately provide
people to
to make
make
The current
provide for
for people
informed decisions
decisions regarding
There is
is nothing
nothing in
in the
the
regardingtheir
their own
own end
end of
of life options. There
current laws
laws of
of Western
Western Australia,
Australia, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, which
which inhibits
inhibitsor
orprevents
preventsaaperson
person

making an
an informed
informed decision
decision about
ending their life
life through
through euthanasia
euthanasia or
or
from making
about ending
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide.
dying/suicide.
b)

Should
need for laws
laws in
in
Should the
the Committee
Committee proceed
proceed to
to consider
consider whether
whether there
there is
is a need
Western
for the
the request
request and
and carrying
carrying out
out of
ofeuthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or
Western Australia
Australia to
to allow for
physician
the Committee
Committee only
only being
being inin
physician assisted
assisteddying/suicide
dying/suicide(despite
(despitethe
the brief
brief to the
reference
laws in
in Western
Western Australia
Australia to allow
allow citizens
citizens to
to make
makeinformed
informeddecisions
decisions
reference to laws
regarding
end of
of life
lifechoices
choices (emphasis
(emphasis added)),
added)), it is
is submitted that
that such
such
regarding their
their own end
laws
on, among
among others,
others, vulnerable
vulnerable elderly
elderly
laws would
would have a significantly negative impact on,
people in Western Australia.
Australia. This
Thisisisbecause
because there
thereisisno
noadequate
adequatesafeguard
safeguard against
against
enduring guardian(s)
guardian(s) or Responsible
Responsible Persons
Persons requesting
elderly patient
patient be
be
requesting that
that an elderly
euthanized, in situations where
where such
such a request would be against
against the
the elderly patient's
end
preferences.
end of life preferences.

c)

Three
reasons why
Western Australia
Australia should not
not be
be amended
amended to
to allow
allow
Three reasons
why the
the laws in Western
for euthanasia
euthanasia and
and or
or physician
physician assisted
assisted dying/suicide
dying/suicide are:
are:
i.

to do
do so
so would be
be contrary
contrary to
to and
and would
would undermine
undermine the
the enormous
enormous amount
amount
of funding,
funding, resources
resources and
and effort
effort that
that the
theAustralian
Australian Government
Government and
and
numerous
organisations, charities
into and
and
numerous organisations,
charities and
and programs,
programs, have
have poured
poured into
continues to be pour into
into suicide
suicide prevention;

ii.

every
/criteria relating
relating to the
the patient's
patient's condition
condition inin legislation
legislation in
in
every 'marker'
'marker'/criteria
overseas
and proposed legislation (past
(past and present)
present) in
in various
various
overseas jurisdictions
jurisdictions and
Australian
States and
and Territories,
Territories, cannot
cannot be
be measured
measured or
orassessed
assessed in
in an
an
Australian States
absolute or
or reasonably
reasonably certain way;
way; and
and

iii.

no
one truly knows
knows of
of the
the extent
extent of
ofthe
thepublic
publicsupport
supportfor
forand
andagainst
against
no one
assisted
assisted dying
be said
said to be
be
assisted dying,
dying, and
and thus,
thus, allowing
allowing for assisted
dying cannot
cannot be
'democratic'.

d) : / ~'I d/
do not wish to
d);
to appear
appear before
before the
the Committee
Committee to
topresent
presentmy
mycase.
case.

Signed:
Signed:
Date:
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